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Capsule endoscopy of the small bowel
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Abstract: Capsule endoscopy (CE) is a first line small bowel investigative modality which provides more sensitive 

mucosal imaging than comparators. It is a non-invasive, non-irradiating tool well tolerated by patients. The risk of 

retention of the capsule can be minimised by ensuring luminal patency using the Agile patency device. Research 

continues into how to minimise missed pathology and variability in the identification of pathology or interpretation 

of images. The consensus is that bowel preparation using laxatives improves visibility and diagnostic yield. Research 

includes the development of image recognition software, both to eliminate sequentially identical images to 

improve viewing speed and to select or enhance images likely to represent pathology. However, careful reading by 

experienced capsule endoscopists remains the benchmark. This should be performed at a speed comfortable to the 

viewer, probably at a maximum of 15 frames per second. Some prior experience of endoscopy appears to be helpful 

for novice capsule endoscopists and formal training on a hands-on training course seems to improve pathology 

recognition, for novices and for those with CE experience.
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Development of capsule endoscopy (CE)

The CE is a swallowable pill camera which contains light 
emitting diodes and a battery powered imaging device. This 
is a complementary metal oxide semi-conductor (PillCam 
SB3, Medtronic, Minneapolis, USA) or a charge-coupled 
device (MiroCam, IntroMedic, Seoul, Korea; OMOM 
capsule, Jinshan Science and Technology, Chongqing, 
China; EndoCapsule, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Most 
models transmit images using radiofrequency to an external 
data recorder, an energy consuming process. This initial 
limited image capture time to 8 hours, although the 
PillCam SB3 now acquires images for up to 12 hours. The 
MiroCam saves energy by using electric field propagation, 
in which the human body is used as a semiconductor 
for data transmission, thus extending battery life to over  
12 hours and the CapsoCam (CapsoVision, Saratoga, USA) 
does so by retaining data on a USB device, the capsule 

requiring retrieval for data download onto a computer 
yielding 16 hours of images. The latter is the only capsule 
which views the mucosa from the side of the device, from 
which four cameras, each with a 90° view, provide a 360° 
circumferential image (1). Once downloaded, images can be 
viewed at enhanced speed on a computer monitor in video 
format and reported by the endoscopist in 30–60 minutes. 

Uncoupling the imaging device from the monitor 
screen rendered the need for the optical cabling used in 
conventional endoscopy obsolete and allowed a completely 
remote method of visualising the intestinal mucosa, non-
invasive and much better tolerated by patients (2,3). CE 
was first designed with the aim of investigating the small 
bowel, hitherto very difficult to access with an endoscope, 
and small in diameter, such that a capsule of just over a 
centimeter in diameter would pass through the lumen under 
the action of peristalsis in a relatively stable longitudinal 
direction of travel to the caecum.
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Indications for small bowel CE

CE has rapidly become a first line small bowel investigative 
modality, improving diagnostic yield in patients with small 
bowel bleeding when compared to push enteroscopy, small 
bowel barium contrast radiology, computed tomography 
and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging (4). It is also more 
sensitive in detecting mucosal inflammation in patients with 
suspected Crohn’s disease than the comparators, although 
has a complementary role to MR in patients with established 
Crohn’s disease when fibrosing or penetrating disease is 
suspected and cross sectional images are required (5). It 
is not commonly used to diagnose coeliac disease (except 
perhaps in those with positive antibody serology who refuse 
to undergo conventional upper gastrointestinal endoscopy 
for duodenal biopsies) as the sensitivity is only 89%, villous 
atrophy being absent or mild only (grade 3A) in the early 
Marsh grades of coeliac disease and therefore impossible or 
difficult to recognize even though mucosal views obtained 
are at 8-fold magnification (6). It may help in distinguishing 
the different causes of villous atrophy, particularly in 
endomysial antibody negative patients, and identifies 
features of type II refractory coeliac disease in those not 
responding, or losing response, to a gluten free diet (7,8). 
CE probably identifies more small polyps in Peutz-Jeghers 
syndrome than MR enterography or enteroclysis, but this 
adds little clinical benefit as only larger polyps (of over  
1.5 cm) are resected (9,10). Although most authorities do 
not regard recurrent abdominal pain as a strong indication 
for CE, meta-analysis (albeit of studies of what are likely 
to represent select cohorts of patients with particularly 
troublesome symptoms) suggests a diagnostic yield as high 
as 21% (11). Cheifetz and Lewis describe using CE when 
recurrent small bowel obstruction was strongly suspected, 
but which was not confirmed by radiology: diagnoses were 
made in 5 of 19 patients, 4 of whom retained capsules but in 
whom surgery resolved symptoms (12).

Risks of small bowel CE

Retention of the capsule behind a stricture is the main 
risk of CE. Systematic review of over 20,000 procedures 
suggests that it occurs in 1.2% of patients being investigated 
for anaemia, in 2.6% of those known or suspected to have 
Crohn’s disease, increasing (as discussed earlier) to 21% 
of patients with suspected obstruction (12,13). In addition 
to Crohn’s disease, factors thought to increase the risk of 
retention are long term (perhaps at least 6 months) use 

of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and previous 
abdominopelvic radiation therapy (13,14). Retained capsules 
very rarely cause obstruction, strictures being irregular in 
shape and therefore unlikely to accommodate the round 
dome of the device unless simultaneously plugged with 
residual undigested food material. Of course, capsule 
retention would not usually be regarded as a complication 
if caused by conditions requiring surgical treatment, such as 
tumors. Retention in patients with Crohn’s disease, however, 
may complicate management as surgery is not usually 
first line treatment. Capsules may pass after a prolonged 
period of retention (for example when oedema diminishes 
after the treatment of Crohn’s disease or the cessation of 
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) and have been 
retained for 6 years or more without causing problems (15). 
Unfortunately, small bowel radiology (barium, CT or MR) 
is not wholly reliable in excluding strictures (14), hence 
the development of the Agile patency device (Medtronic). 
This is a capsule the same size and shape as the PillCam 
SB3 in which barium, lactose and a radiofrequency tag 
are contained in an outer membrane. Wax plugs at either 
end of the device dissolve in intestinal contents over 
time allowing the barium to escape and the membrane to 
crumple and pass through the stricture. Studies suggest that 
if the handheld radiofrequency scanner fails to detect the 
signal 30 hours after ingestion, implying that the patient 
has passed the device, or if the patient sees it excreted intact 
subsequently, CE can be performed safely. Half the patients 
swallowing Agile capsules do not pass them within 30 
hours, however, and whilst the barium content allows easy 
identification, plain abdominal radiographs are insufficient 
to allow reliable localisation of the device. In the event that 
it has not been passed at 30 hours, a scout film to target a 
few CT slices through the identified Agile capsule provides 
a single step, reliable, low radiation protocol to confirm 
retention in the small bowel (often with a clue as to the 
pathology causing it) or safe passage into the colon (16).

Optimising small bowel CE

The ideal endoscopy should be well tolerated, easy to 
perform and provide diagnostic information quickly and 
accurately. Therefore, optimising performance might 
be considered at each of three stages of the procedural 
pathway: preparing the bowel in advance of the procedure, 
the development of software to improve sensitivity of 
pathology detection whilst minimizing video reading 
time and improvement of the endoscopists’ reading and 
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interpretation.

Bowel preparation

Many studies have addressed the issues of cleansing the 
bowel of material which hampers small bowel mucosal 
views: systematic and meta-analyses suggest that pre-
procedural laxatives improve both visibility and diagnostic 
yield without affecting transit times and the administration 
of simethicone may reduce the presence of bubbles 
which obscure views. Promotility agents do not improve 
diagnostic yield, although metoclopramide may be used to 
enhance gastric emptying in patients in whom the capsule 
does not enter the small bowel quickly (usually when a real 
time viewer attached to the data recorder still shows gastric 
mucosa 30–60 min after ingestion) (17-23).

CE reading software

Although CE is a different tool, conventional endoscopy will 
always be seen as a benchmark. Therefore 30–60 minutes 
to read and report on a CE video may be seen as unduly 
long. Maintaining a high level of concentration whilst 
viewing 50–100,000 images of the same organ is difficult, 
particularly as this form of endoscopy is completely passive, 
with no additional stimulus provided by the need to 
manipulate an instrument or interact with patient or other 
staff. Therefore, it seems possible that reports of missed 
pathology (24-27) and significant interpersonal variability 
in reporting (28-30) stems in part from operator failure and 
reflects the difficulty in sustaining focus for this length of 
time.

These concerns (which apply to all forms of endoscopy to 
some extent), have long been recognised and much has been 
done to try and address them. ‘Automatic’ or ‘express view’ 
modes (in which in-built software selects out sequentially 
identical images) seem to allow a reduced reading time 
without having an impact on diagnostic yield. The video 
can be run as a single, double (consecutive images seen 
side by side) or quadruple (four consecutive images seen 
simultaneously) view. Video speed can be increased, 
although it appears that the miss rate may increase with 
greater viewing speeds (and an optimal viewing speed of no 
more than 15 frames per second has been recommended) 
although dual or quadruple view may allow quicker 
reading times without obvious diminution of pathology 
detection. The QuickView facility on the Medtronic system 
(other systems have similar softwares) selects 10% (the 

proportion selected can be altered by the operator) of the 
most standout images for viewing, and earlier iterations 
of this software suggest a sensitivity of lesion detection of  
89–100% compared to conventional viewing with a 
significant reduction in reading time (28,29,31-40). Some 
operators use it as a preliminary screen to look for obvious 
pathology if information is needed quickly. The spontaneous 
blood indicator selects images containing multiple red 
pixels, potentially useful in detecting bleeding lesions, 
but has variable reported sensitivities and specificities for 
detecting potential bleeding lesions or active bleeding of 
only 26–81% and 33–76% respectively (28,29,39-43).

The holy grail of software development remains the 
automated detection of frames containing pathology (44-46). 
It is hoped that computational methods will be developed to 
enhance diagnostic yield. However, incorporating machine 
learning algorithms into CE reading is difficult as large 
amounts of image annotations are required to develop 
image recognition software. One limitation of the current 
databases is the lack of graphic annotations of pathologies 
from CE images. A novel project, KID [καψουλα (Greek for 
‘capsule’) interactive database], aims to provide a reference 
database for the research and development of these machine 
learning algorithms (47).

Virtual chromoendoscopy has been applied to CE, 
as with conventional endoscopy, with different systems 
allowing images to be viewed under different Fujinon 
intelligent colour enhancement (FICE) settings as well as 
standard white light. As highlighted by Spada et al. (48), 
the hope was that this would lead to an improvement 
in CE lesion detection rate and better clarity of lesions 
enabling their characterisation and determination of their 
significance. There is some suggestion that FICE might 
help to distinguish subtle abnormalities from artefact (49), 
but a recent meta-analysis by the co-authors suggest that 
virtual chromoendoscopy does not improve diagnostic 
yield, nor allow better definition of lesions (Koulaouzidis, 
personal communication). This is consistent with the recent 
American Society of Gastroenterology technical report 
about FICE in conventional endoscopy, which concluded 
that there was currently no evidence to support an optimal 
FICE mode for tissue diagnosis and differentiation (50).

Other virtual chromoendoscopy software for CE exists, 
such as blue mode and Augmented Live-body Image 
Color-spectrum Enhancement (ALICE) (IntroMedic, 
Seoul, Korea). Several studies of reading in blue mode, 
however, have failed to demonstrate any clear benefit 
(40,51,52). There is only one published study using 
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ALICE, an abstract which reported improvement in the 
visibility of flat and depressed small bowel lesions, so 
potential benefits of this chromoendoscopy technique 
remain uncertain (53). In 2011, Aihara et al. investigated 
a ‘contrast capsule’ equipped with a white light light-
emitting diode selected to give increased illumination 
intensity of blue light following which the contrast images 
were developed by extracting only green and blue light 
data, producing dark green vascular structures (54). 
Further research is needed to determine whether this 
translates to any clinical benefit.

A perceived limitation of CE is the lack of reliable 
pathology localization. Current systems give an approximate 
localization based on the time taken for the capsule to travel 
from the first duodenal image to the pathology and on to the 
caecum (the duodenum and caecum being easily identifiable 
landmarks). The Medtronic system recognises that the 
capsule does not pass at a uniform speed through the gut 
and additionally provides information on the speed of travel 
at any point, by measuring the degree of change between 
successive images (the progress indicator). Several systems 
provide a two-dimensional image of a linear route map of 
the travel path of a radiofrequency-emitting capsule by 
triangulating signals detected by external sensors attached 
to different fixed sites on the anterior abdominal wall (55). 
An interesting study using radiofrequency triangulation 
around the abdominal wall to provide three-dimensional 
localization showed an average spatial error of 13.26 cm3 
when compared with plain radiography (anteroposterior 
and lateral abdominal radiographs) (56). The ‘OdoCapsule’ 
represents another approach which aims not only to provide 

localization data, but also stabilises capsule transit by 
reducing side to side and tumbling movements (Figure 1). 
The capsule contains three extendable legs with rotating 
wheels at their extremities which span the cross sectional 
area of the lumen. Ex vivo animal studies suggest that this 
model might be able to act as an odometer, measuring 
distance travelled by wheel rotation, as well as providing 
stability in transit. The latter feature would be a valuable 
asset to those pursuing the development of computer image 
recognition systems. These rely on identifying matching 
features in sequential images which can be assembled into 
a complete picture of a lesion: rapid and unpredictable 
capsule movement is more likely to produce sequential 
images which are very different and less likely to include 
recognizable features or mapping points (57,58). Further 
recent research has considered active magnetic localisation 
methods, MR, ultrasound and positron emission imaging-
based approaches (58). However, although none of these 
methods are accurate or reliable as yet, exact localization of 
a lesion is not always essential: for the purposes of device-
assisted enteroscopy or surgery, it may be sufficient to know 
if the pathology is in the duodenum (in which surgery may 
be more complex), or otherwise if the lesion is proximal or 
distal, which may affect the route of insertion (antegrade or 
retrograde) of a device-assisted enteroscope (14).

Reading and reporting CE videos

Numerous studies have compared CE reading between 
experts, novices and nurses (59-61). Whilst some level of 
prior conventional endoscopy experience is probably helpful 
for novice CE readers in training (59,62), a high level of 
experience does not seem to add further benefit (63). Nurses 
are as capable of reading and recognising CE abnormalities 
as doctors: whilst they may identify additional insignificant 
findings, no serious pathology is missed compared to expert 
physicians (60,61,64). There are currently several CE 
training courses established in Europe. A simple evaluation 
tool (ET-CET) based on interpretation of video clips was 
carried out to identify factors related to the learning curve 
of CE among trainees, nurses and doctors attending courses 
offering a common core curriculum (62). The study found 
that previous CE experience was associated with higher 
baseline scores (before the course) for correct diagnosis. 
There was also a plateau in baseline scores for those who 
attended having an experience of more than 25 prior CE 
readings. This would support the benefits of hands-on 
training courses at this early stage, as further improvement 

Figure 1 The OdoCapsule: extended legs stabilize the capsule 
during transit and rotating wheels measure distance travelled.
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was demonstrated in all, irrespective of prior experience 
and furthermore, improvement was not dependent on 
profession, CE system or course setting. Recommended 
training for CE is based on societal guidelines and expert 
opinion whilst formal credentialing is still being developed 
in many countries (63). In contrast to standard endoscopy 
indicators which focus predominantly on technical 
competence, CE requires a more cognitive skill set based 
more on observation and interpretation of significant 
findings from computer images and providing appropriate 
management advice.

The end of conventional endoscopy as a 
diagnostic tool?

The software and technology behind CE is evolving 
rapidly and there is a sense that a sensitive, non-invasive 
investigative method for the whole gastrointestinal tract 
is within reach. Image quality, capture rates and battery 
life have rapidly improved, models to visualize the upper 
gastrointestinal tract and colon are available and research 
programmes are actively investigating image recognition 
software to improve pathology detection, reduce reliance 
on the human eye and speed up the diagnostic process. 
It is already possible for patients to have CE procedures 
in the community or at home. In the near future it may 
be that the data acquired is uploaded to gastrointestinal 
diagnostic hubs for analysis and interpretation, the 
endoscopy rooms of the future (Figure 2). These tools will 
identify the minority of patients who need conventional 
(intubational) endoscopy to obtain biopsies for histology 
or therapeutic intervention. Although it was as long ago as 
2000 when first suggested by Iddan et al., “the discomfort of 
internal gastrointestinal examination may soon be a thing of the 
past” (65).
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